It's a Gas  Robert D. Pike

ACROSS
1. Cholesterol drugs
8. Acidic gas
11. Roundabouts
16. Fertilizer gas
17. Just like 18. It's called a "tall" at Starbucks
19. Excited
20. Caught
21. Hues
22. Deep sleep cycles
23. Law suit goal
sometimes
26. Unfixed gas
27. Article in Paris
Match
28. Resizes
29. Anyone
31. Silver, e.g.
32. Jeans brand
33. A substance
separated from a mixture
36. Nobel winner
41. Part of TNT
42. Like many
44. Cool in 90's slang
46. S curve
47. Stinky gas
48. Tuscan city
50. Electrophoresis
53. Fuss
55. A deer, a female deer...
56. Top 100 movies
57. Believer in
universal unity
58. Foul up
59. Haughty
60. San Antonio team
61. Royal pet
62. Reaction of an alkynyl and an azide
63. Band section
64. Shapeless masses
65. Block of synthetically-produced crystal material
66. Church sections
67. Rand and others
68. Industrial and laboratory watchdog org.
70. Mendel's samples
72. Box on a form
75. Born

DOWN
1. Mad dog warning sound
2. With 3 down, describes 47 across
3. See 2 down
4. Just like
5. The tax man, abbrev.
6. Delivery method for 24 down
7. Calm
8. Horrible comic character
9. Chunky shoes
10. Deceased
11. When the Vikings game is scheduled, abbrev.
12. Nomenclature term for the C=N group
13. Goes off on
14. Disinfectant gas
15. What's more
21. Scurvy
22. Around the world
23. Silvers
24. Pharma product
25. Kind of enemy
28. Ten to the minus 18 prefix
30. Garden tool divider
31. Portable room divider
32. Jeans brand
33. ___ Slaughter, Hall of Fame baseball player
34. Finger or number
35. Wombs
36. Humble
37. Plant balm
38. Seem
39. Addams family helping hand
40. Artist's stand
42. Intact
43. Paramagnetic gas
45. London art gallerie
50. Electrophoresis transfers
51. Sybil
53. Fuss
56. Top 100 movies org.
57. Believer in universal unity
58. Foul up
59. Haughty
60. San Antonio team
61. Royal pet
62. Reaction of an alkynyl and an azide
63. Band section
64. Shapeless masses
65. Block of synthetically-produced crystal material
66. Church sections
67. Rand and others
68. Industrial and laboratory watchdog org.
70. Mendel's samples
72. Box on a form
75. Born